
Ex-CIA Computer Engineer Who Leaked Secrets
to WikiLeaks Gets 40 Years in Prison
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Code Pink wrote: “Joshua Schulte has been sentenced to 40 years in prison. There have
been no consequences for those at the CIA whose cyber hacking efforts he revealed. This
is a vicious attempt to intimidate whistleblowers from informing the public about our
government’s crimes.”

CIA Says WikiLeaks Is A ‘Non-State Hostile
Intelligence Service’ And Wants To Bring Its
Founder Julian Assange To US For Trial
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An anonymous source says that US authorities will seek the arrest of WikiLeaks founder
Julian Assange for intelligence leaks dating back to 2010. The FBI and CIA have admitted
that the Vault #7 CIA data published by Wikileaks was not hacked by the Russians, and
they are searching for the insider who leaked the documents. Assange has been given
political asylum in the Ecuadorian Embassy in London, but pressure may be applied to
bring him to the US to face charges.

WikiLeaks Releases Documents On #Vault7
“Dark Matter’. Reveals Non-Removable CIA
Hacks To Apple Products
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WikiLeaks documents show that the CIA has hacking tools to attack Apple Mac and iPhone
firmware, which is that part of computer memory intended to remain unchanged and,
therefore, not available for software applications. Spyware inside firmware is difficult
to delete even if the operating system is reinstalled. The CIA can infect factory-fresh
iPhones and operate them remotely, including taking files, address books, text messages,
and call logs. [But don’t worry. This is to fight terrorism, right?]

CIA Capable Of Cyber ‘False Flag’ To Frame
Russia As Hacker
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Wikileaks Vault 7 documents show that the CIA has the capability, and the express
intention, of replacing the “fingerprint” of cyber-attacks it conducts with another
entity to create a false flag. Therefore, the CIA’s alleged evidence that Russia hacked
the US election, or anything else for that matter, should be reconsidered in light of
this information.

Wikileaks ‘Vault 7’ Exposes CIA Spy Secrets
For Snooping & Controlling Cars
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Wikileaks publishes the first document dump for ‘Vault 7’ that exposes CIA spying
secrets such as its ability to break into iPhones, Android phones, and computers.
Cellphone apps can be compromised, microphones on smart TVs can be used for
eavesdropping, and cars can be remotely controlled to create fatal accidents.


